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Emerald green colours elongated through to every corner of the six mile perimeter of St. 
Dymphna park. The sunlight sparkled and trickled endlessly off the damp leaves as the 
scent of newly cut grass densified due to the rising temperature. Sounds of birds, cars and 
children synchronised into a harmony which flooded the atmosphere while the sun stood 
firmly, watching the array of life. 
“What day is it?” Alonso said in a bright morning like tone. 
“The day I start back at school.” 
“Hey hey hey what did daddy teach you?” 
Lily huffed with a childlike frustration. “To remember every day is a new day...blah blah 
blah” she chuckled faultlessly and so did dad as he snuggled her into his wide and muscular 
arms. His smile dimmed and transformed into the old black mans screw when he realized 
the shit load of work he had waiting patiently for him at the office, ‘one step at a time’ he 
thought trying to mentally manage which parts of his work could be done at a later time. 
The sun shone impeccably over the now manic city, the park bloomed in the bright light 
with dazzling colours. Alonso and Lily entered the eastern entrance of the park heading 
towards the west wing where the city’s world famous ‘Swan Lake’ resided. They would 
make this trip on the way to Lily’s school every other day (for…let's just say...‘therapeutic 
reasons’) and they would stop to observe the parks sudden explosion of 7 o'clocks variety 
of life.  
“How long have we got soldier?” He said comically. “We have approximately 15 minutes 
general!” Alonso quietly mumbled “Shit” before telling Lily to pick up the pace.  
Alonso was a very firm and head strong man when it came to his work and his office but 
had a particular super soft spot for Lily. He had painful yellow glazed eyes and a lion's 
engaged stare and always wore a clingy close-fitting charcoal suit with a white shirt and a 
pinkish red tie, to give him his masculine elegance  to go with his work personality. ‘Dapper’ 
was his old nickname when he was young and innocent and trust me you could see why. 
He had deep and dark skin and wore it with a blissful touch of pride. 
Lily took the moment to embrace the tweets of the blackbirds, skipping merrily with their 
chorus of sound but peering into the distance she paused. The expression of her body 
language stiffened. Cut short. She peered deeper with rapid blinks. “Daddy what happened 
to the tree?” the cold and sorrowful tone of her voice caught his attention, her voice, made 
him cold. The atmosphere became a dull and frosty sphere for a split second and the air 
became sharp, scratching its way into Alonso’s nose, he could sense something was out of 
place because his ‘catching a shady business partner’ instincts kicked in. The belly 
butterflies and tripped up heartbeats. “It's just broken, it’s nothing” he replied, however he 
and Lily knew this was a perplexing site, ‘how can a tree get blown down when strong 
winds haven't been around for months?’ They conjectured as they continued on their quest 
through the alluring park. The image of shattered wood spikes piercing out of the tree 
trunk span around continually in young Lily’s mind, the darkness which over shadows 
innocence was yet to approach her pure heart.  
“What's wrong soldier? What's on your mind?”  
“I...i’m...scared, what will I do if...if you ever break like the tree?” Lilly replied with teary 
eyes. 



Alonso was startled, Lily had never said anything like this before, mumbles climbed their 
way painfully through his mouth like an animal trapped in barbed wire “nothing will happen 
to me or to you” he managed to say but dishonesty shook in Alonso's gut, he couldn't spill 
out the harsh truths of reality to an angel. Not yet. A gentle breeze and the sights of dogs 
running wild on the grass gave them comfort like a higher power putting its warm 
embracing arms around the both of them. The breeze sliced off a few leafs from the trees 
above. Golden in the veins fading into a lighter bronze towards the edges the leaves were 
almost transparent. Their now lost soul was visible as they fell steadily dipping through the 
air in swirls and spins before gently but affirmatively tapping down onto the ground, 
becoming lost in the sea of the concrete, the breeze scrambling them slowly away into the 
grass. Slowly but surely. Now near the western side of the park they were approaching the 
exit where Alonso would drop Lily off, her school across the street from there. He had this 
idea that as the time goes by he would drop her off further and further away from the 
school to develop her independence. Slowly but surely. “Lily remember the most important 
thing to keep in mind when you go into school is that one hundred percent is only the 
beginning, so always strive for more and more. Be the best you” he said with a smile. 
 “okay” she replied before exchanging a hug and kiss goodbye. He sighed a little bit as she 
timidly walked out of the park, knowing she was upset, made him upset.  
A four minute stroll in the northern direction and there it was, the highly regarded world 
famous tourist attraction (slash inner peace zone to Alonso and his traumatized heart) ‘The 
swan lake’ was a beautiful entity if that. It held a large vine growth with dense flowers 
peering and peeping through every gap, passion flowers and orchids were in high quantity 
in the abundance of nature surrounding the lake. Water lilies cruised the calming waters 
alongside the huge white winged beasts that patrolled in their graceful manner. This was 
the one place he could dissolve his troubles,  a home for his worries, the place he ran too as 
a child, a special energy renewer. A treasure to his soul. Viewing the charismatic scenery 
dad was reminded. Reminded of me. Reminded of his sins. Beauty now juxtaposed from his 
view. Shadows in his mind creeped into his eyes. Blink. Drowsy and loosing grip of his 
briefcase. Blink. The heat from his core projecting through his skin. Blink. It was darker than 
ever swaying his sight in a figure 8 shaped movement. then . Black out. 
 
 
Commentary 
 
My novel ‘The Swan In The Lake’ is about a man called Alonso who has had a very troubled 
past and the decisions he made in his past lead to his first child's death. His first child then 
haunts him because he is jealous of the care Alonso gives to his second child which is his 
daughter Lily. One day after he drops Lily at school, he blacks out and visits false realities 
which put him in heart wrenching situations. The main characters are ‘Alonso’ which is a 
name of spanish origin and it means pain and battle. I chose this name as it represents the 
history that Alonso has to face throughout the novel. His daughter is named Lily as lilies 
represent innocence and purity. I created these two main characters because I wanted 
there to be a strong sense of duality between the two, the positive and the negative. 
Through the minimal speech and feelings throughout the first chapter the reader would 
realize that they have a glued relationship giving the juxtaposition greater effect. The main 
theme is internal struggle, which I chose because it will allow the reader to be open and 



maybe slightly confused to whether they believe the main character Alonso is someone to 
love or to hate, I would however present the external struggles or elements if I was to 
continue to write the whole novel. 
 
The spark idea for my novel came around after playing a game called ‘Heavy Rain’ where 
the main character is forced through harsh situations and decisions to test his love for his 
child, it was gripping and emotional from the start so this inspired me to put this idea 
forward. The narrative style was originally heterodiegetic but as I continued on developing 
the story plot I slotted in an extra character who is Alonso’s son. This character then 
became the narrator for my story making the narrative style homodiegetic. I wanted to give 
the reader a small and quiet insight that the narrator had a relationship with main character 
so at certain points I used the word ‘Dad’ in order to show a small touch of the jealousy as 
he would sometimes call him Alonso and sometimes Dad. For example “she chuckled 
faultlessly and so did dad as he snuggled her into his wide and muscular arms.” By using the 
word faultlessly it shows how the dead son thinks everything Lily does is perfect and he is 
jealous of that. Slotting in ‘dad’ at the section gives the descriptive word ‘faultlessly’ the 
feeling that he isn't complementing but being slightly patronizing.  
 
I structured this chapter so it opened with a fantasy like description of the beautiful 
scenery to allow the reader to feel comfortable with the text so when I placed ruptures 
such as “The atmosphere became a dull and frosty sphere” it wouldn't feel forcefully placed 
as the descriptions of the scenery manipulate due to the way the characters are feeling. 
This structure also helps the text have a more complete and natural feel to it. To allow the 
opening description to be more vivid in the reader's mind I used a metaphor to describe the 
position of the sun, “the sun stood firmly, watching the array of life.” I personified the sun's 
position by saying it was standing firmly to give the image of the scenery a heavenly feel. 
“Watching the array of life” makes it seem like the sun is a god protecting the park adding 
to the sense of innocence before I placed the ruptures in.  
 
  


